Toshiba Partners with American Innovations
for Government and Military Sales
Source: American Innovations, Inc. News Room

April 3, 2007 (Irvine, CA) - Toshiba Imaging Systems Division, a division of Toshiba America and a
leader in advanced imaging technologies has entered a teaming agreement with American Innovations,
Inc. to distribute their remote head cameras, three chip cameras, and machine vision cameras to US
Government and Homeland Security customers.Toshiba’s three CCD prism block remote head cameras
and machine vision cameras are now available for purchase through American Innovations’ GSA
Contract # GS-07F-5556P.
This federal contract enables all U.S. federal agencies, the entire U.S. military, and all state and city
agencies qualified for procurements through GSA’s 1122 Program to order these cameras and related
accessories at pre-negotiated discounted government contract pricing.
According to Vince Giovinco, Toshiba Imaging Systems’s National Sales Manager, “this partnership with
American Innovations will enable the vast network of customers in U.S. government and homeland
security to have easier access to our sophisticated imaging cameras.”
Grant Haber, President of American Innovations comments, “We look forward to working with Toshiba
and utilizing their cutting edge imaging technologies to enhance government and military security and
surveillance requirements.”
To learn more about the Toshiba cameras and accessories available through this federal contract
visit www.cameras.toshiba.com. For government or military inquiries and pricing contact American
Innovations at 845-371-3333 or visit www.gsaadvantage.gov and enter contract # GS-07F-5556P into
the search field.
About American Innovations, Inc:
American Innovations, Inc. is a minority, woman owned small business serving Government and
military agencies, defense contractors, system integrators, corporations, and high profile venues. AI
provides the means to safeguard people, facilities, and high profile assets through strategic planning,
an array of advanced technologies, and policy implementation. Loss prevention and visual inspection
requirements are additional applications satisfied with AI’s technologies and services. Securing critical
infrastructure, protecting soldiers and civilians, and delivering solutions for challenging requirements are
primary objectives of AI. Delivering total solutions which combat evolving threats has been instrumental
in the growth of American Innovations, Inc.
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